
Nominative Objects in Japanese and Covert/Overt Movement 

 

Proposal: This paper focuses on the syntax of Nominative object (NO) construction (Koizumi 

1995, Saito and Hoshi 1998, Takano 2003, Nomura 2005 etc.). Based on two recent works on 

NO, i.e., Saito (2009) and Takahashi (2010), we argue for the following points.  

[A] NO may raise in covert syntax (Saito 2009, Takahashi 2010) or it may do so in overt 

syntax. 

[B] NO shows ‘high’ scope properties only when it raises in overt syntax. 

[C] The movement of NO, whether covert or overt, is for nominative Case checking 

    (Koizumi 1995, Saito 2009 etc.) and thus targets TP. It is not QR (cf. Takahashi 2010). 

Analysis: Our proposals in [A] and [B] are based on the following observations. First, while 

the relative order between the accusative object and manner adverbs such as joozu-ni ‘well’ 

does not affect the scope of the object quantifier (1a,b), the position of such low adverbs in 

the NO construction does affect the scope of the quantified NO (i.e., -dake phrase), as shown 

in (2). In particular, (2b), in which NO follows such a low adverb, does not yield the wide 

scope reading of NO over –rare ‘can,’ which indicates that the wide scope of NO is tied to a 

‘high’ position of NO in overt syntax. Second, while VP-fronting data such as (3) (see 

Yatsushiro 1999, Saito 2009) show that NO may remain within VP in overt syntax, NO fails 

to take wide scope in such cases, which again shows that the wide scope of NO is only 

possible when NO has moved in overt syntax.  

  This line of analysis leads us to the hypothesis that the causative construction embedded 

under the potential morpheme -rare ‘can,’ discussed by Takahashi (2010) and exemplified in 

(4a), in fact involves overt movement of NO from the embedded clause into the matrix TP 

(along with the movement of the causee argument into the matrix TP or higher) when NO 

takes wide scope; see (4b). Our view is corroborated by the paradigm in (5). As discussed by 

Kishimoto (2001), an indeterminate pronoun may function as a negative polarity item (NPI) 

when it is bound by the Q particle -mo, which in the case at hand is attached to the suffix 

-rare ‘can’. When the causee argument, which we assume to originate in the projection of the 

causative -sase, serves as an NPI in the ‘causative + potential’ construction, the following 

pattern emerges. If the embedded object is accusative (5a), it takes scope under -rare ‘can’ (as 

expected). When the quantified NO occurs in the same configuration, the wide scope reading 

of -dake is in fact absent, as (5b) shows. This fact about (5b) supports our analysis of (4). In 

order to be bound by -mo attached to -rare ‘can’, the causee dare-ni ‘anyone-Dat’ in (5b) must 

remain inside the matrix vP. It thus follows that the quantified NO in this example, which 

follows dare-ni, has not raised into the matrix TP in overt syntax, and it fails to take wide 

scope for this reason. Further, our analysis correctly predicts the availability of the wide scope 

reading of the quantified NO when it precedes the causee argument (5c): in this case the 

nominative -dake phrase has moved into the matrix TP in overt syntax.  

  To the extent that [B] is successfully established in this way, it supports [C]. We will 

reinforce this conclusion on the basis of paradigms with Nominative-Genitive Conversion 

(NGC). While the genitive object (GO) in (6a) may take scope over the head noun as long as 

the genitive subject also takes wide scope, NO in the same configuration simply fails to take 

wide scope (6b). Under the D-licensing approach to NGC (see Miyagawa 1993), the fact that 

D can probe GO in (6a) is an indication that no phase boundary exists between D and the 

object position in this construction, and a QR-based approach, especially the one in Takahashi 

(2010), would need some additional assumptions to prevent NO from raising via QR into the 

domain of D. By contrast, a Case-based approach to NO captures this point with no extra 

assumptions. Unlike GO (which is Case-licensed by D), NO is licensed by T. NO thus has no 

reason to move higher than TP. An implication of this view is that the genitive phrase in NGC, 

like NO, takes wide scope only when it has moved in overt syntax, as argued by Ochi (2001).  



(1)  a.  Taro-ga    koyubi-dake-o   jozuni  mage-rare-ru.     [*only > can, can > only] 

       Taro-Nom  pinkie-only-Acc  well     crook-can-Pres 

      ‘Taro can crook only his pinkie well.’ 
    b.  Taro-ga    jozuni koyubi-dake-o   mage-rare-ru.       [*only > can, can > only] 

       Taro-Nom  well   pinkie-only-Acc  crook-can-Pres 

(2)  a.  Taro-ga    koyubi-dake-ga   jozuni mage-rare-ru.      [only > can, *can > only] 

       Taro-Nom  pinkie-only-Nom  well    crook-can-Pres 

    b.  Taro-ga    jozuni koyubi-dake-ga   mage-rare-ru.      [*only > can, can > only] 

       Taro-Nom  well   pinkie-only-Nom  crook-can-Pres 

  ‘Taro can crook only his pinkie well.’  

(3)     [VP jozuni  koyubi-dake-ga   mage-rare-sae]i  [Ken-ga  ti shi-ta]   

          well    pinkie-only-Nom  crook-can-even  Ken-Nom did   

       ‘Even able to crook only his pinkie well, Ken did.’       [*only > can, can > only] 

(4)  a.  Taro-wa   hanako-ni   koyubi-dake-ga   mage-sase-rare -ru. 

       Taro-Top  hanako-Dat  pinkie-only-Nom  crook-cause-can-Pres 

      ‘Taro can cause Hanako to crook only her pinkie.’        [only > can, can > only] 

    b.  Taro-wa  hanako-nij  [TP koyubi-dake-gai  [ [ tj  [PROj ti mage] sase ] rare] ru] 

                                                             

                                                     (for the ‘only > can’ reading) 

(5)  a.  Taro-wa   dare-ni      sono  hon-dake-o     yom-ase-rare-mo   shi-nai. 

       Taro-Top  anyone-Dat  that   book-only-Acc  read-cause-can-Q  do-Neg 

  ‘Taro cannot cause anyone to read only that book.’       [*only > can, can > only] 

    b.  Taro-wa   dare-ni      sono  hon-dake-ga     yom-ase-rare-mo   shi-nai. 

       Taro-Top  anyone-Dat  that   book-only-Nom  read-cause-can-Q  do-Neg 

      ‘Taro cannot cause anyone to read only that book.’        [*only > can, (?)can > only] 

    c.  Taro-wa   sono  hon-dake-ga     dare-ni      yom-ase-rare-mo  shi-nai. 

       Taro-Top  that   book-only-Nom  anyone-Dat  read-cause-can-Q do-Neg 

      ‘Taro cannot cause anyone to read only that book.’        [ only > can, *can > only]  

(6)  a.  minna-no      tenis-ka sakkaa-no    sukina  kanoosei 

       everyone-Gen  tennis-or soccer-Gen  like    probability 

       ‘the probability that everyone likes tennis or soccer’ 

        i.    > probability; probability >     ii.  probability > ; probability >  

       *iii.  probability > ;  > probability    iv.  > probability;  > probability   

    b.  minna-no      tenis-ka sakkaa-ga    sukina  kanoosei 

       everyone-Gen  tennis-or soccer-Nom like    probability 

       ‘the probability that everyone likes tennis or soccer’ 

        i.    > probability; probability >     ii.  probability > ; probability >  

       *iii.  probability > ;  > probability   *iv.  > probability;  > probability 
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